Degrés°
Collection
born of fire and frost
a line of products derived from tradition and innovation.
celebrated sweets, born of the freeze and thaw cycles
characteristics of the quebec climate. when the last cool
nights of winter and first sunny afternoons of spring
come together and to create treats as good as gold.
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brien maple sweets have joined
forces with quebec’s unique
temperatures to bring you the
degrés° product line.
a wide range of all-natural,
high-quality products that are the
culmination of time-honoured
recipes, skilled craftsmanship and
state-of-the-art equipment.
treat your taste buds!
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DEGRÉS°

Collection

a popular homegrown product,
brien maple syrup is made using
rigorous, time-honoured methods.
the maple sap flows up from the
roots and beneath the bark so that
our meticulous maple producers
can, at a temperature of 66˚brix,
turn it into the golden elixir that
has earned its reputation.
discover this natural staple of
quebec cuisine, available in an
array of formats and sizes!
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LEONE MAPLE SYRUP

100% PURE AND ALL-NATURAL
description
From the sap that runs through our maple trees comes Brien maple syrup, a product of
the finest quality.

a healthier choice
The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy diet,
it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese,
riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants.

a good alternative to traditional sugar
Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier dish!

uses
Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use it to
add flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.

storage
Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place.

grade : canada a
colour class: dark
taste : robust
size: 250 ml
ingredient: maple syrup
code: BD-12252

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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DORICA MAPLE SYRUP

100% PURE AND ALL-NATURAL
description
From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product of
the finest quality.

a healthier choice
The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy diet,
it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese,
riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants.

a good alternative to traditional sugar
Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier dish!

uses
Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use it to
add flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.

storage
Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place.

grade : canada a
colour class: golden
taste : delicate
size: 150 ml
ingredient: maple syrup
code: BD-14151

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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AUTUMN MAPLE SYRUP
100% PURE AND NATURAL
description
From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product of
the finest quality.

a healthier choice
The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy diet,
it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese,
riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants.

a good alternative to traditional sugar
Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier dish!

uses
Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use it to add
flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.

storage
Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place.

grade : canada a
colour class: amber
taste : rich
size: 50 ml - 240 ml
ingredient: maple syrup
code: BD-27241

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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84˚brix is the temperature at
which we make our soft maple
candies, treats that are both a
feast for the eyes and taste buds!
maple sugar-coated almonds are
said to have been a predilection of
king louis xiv of france. taste one
and you’ll understand why this
exquisite confection is fit for any
king or queen!
discover a brien product that’s
both crunchy and
melt-in-your-mouth delicious!
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SOFT MAPLE CANDIES

BOTH CRUNCHY AND CREAMY
description
Brien soft maple candies are made with 100% pure maple syrup with a delicious
creamy centre and a crunchy maple sugar coating, they make the perfect gift for a
loved one… or yourself!

a delectable and nutritious dessert
They trump other sweets due to their high nutritional value. Not only are they
oh-so-delicious, they’re an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals!

uses
Savour them on their own, or use them as a garnish or on desserts and ice cream.

storage
Will keep for a year if stored in a dry place at room temperature. Stored at less
then 60 % of humidity.

size: 12 x 7 g (84 g)
ingredient: maple syrup
code: B-55012

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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SOFT MAPLE CANDIES – COFFEE FLAVOR
BOTH CRUNCHY AND CREAMY
description
Brien soft maple candies are made with 100% pure maple syrup and coffee flavor. With
a delicious creamy centre and a crunchy maple sugar coating, they make the perfect gift
for a loved one… or yourself!

a delectable and nutritious dessert
They trump other sweets due to their high nutritional value. Not only are they
oh-so-delicious, they’re an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals!

uses
Savour them on their own, or use them as a garnish or on desserts and ice cream.

storage
Will keep for a year if stored in a dry place at room temperature. Stored at less then
60 % of humidity.

size: 12 x 7 g (84 g)
ingredient: maple syrup, coffee powder.
code: B-5502C

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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SOFT MAPLE CANDIES

BOTH CRUNCHY AND CREAMY
description
Brien soft maple candies are made with 100% pure maple syrup. With a delicious
creamy centre and a crunchy maple sugar coating, they make the perfect gift for a
loved one… or yourself!

a delectable and nutritious dessert
They trump other sweets due to their high nutritional value. Not only are they
oh-so-delicious, they’re an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals!

uses
Savour them on their own, or use them as a garnish on desserts and ice cream.

storage
Will keep for a year if stored in a dry place at room temperature. Stored at less then
60 % of humidity.

size: 35 g (5 x 7 g), 112 g (16 x 7 g), 20 g
ingredient: maple syrup, coffee powder
codes:
regular 7g: B-55005
coffee flavor 20g: B-55020C
regular 20g: B-55020

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE CANDIES
A CLASSIC TREAT FOR THOSE WITH A SWEET TOOTH

description
Don’t let their size fool you. Brien maple candies pack a punch of rich and succulent
maple flavour that will leave your taste buds begging for more!

delicious and healthy sweets
Due to their high nutritional value, they’re a healthy alternative to ordinary candy. Not
only are they oh-so-delicious, they’re an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin, and
minerals!

uses
Enjoy them as is or use them as a finishing touch on desserts or ice cream.

storage
Will keep for a year if stored in a dry place at room temperature.

SIZE: 90 g Bag, Lollipop 20 g
INGREDIENTS: MAPLE SYRUP, GLUCOSE, SUGAR.
CODES:
BAG: B-56090
LOLLIPOP: B-56020

Les Douceurs de l’Érable Brien inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada.
Licence 3797 T 450-539-1475 Sans frais 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-produitsderable.com
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introducing brien maple butter and
maple cream, a treats worthy of
the praise they have garnered
around the world.
confections that are rich, creamy
and utterly scrumptious, with
a texture and taste that is sure
to impress the finest connoisseurs.
112°celsius is required to obtain
this level of refinement, to be
enjoyed as a spread or straight
from a spoon.
treat yourself to a
crème-de-la-crème product that’s
finger-licking good!
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MAPLE BUTTER

100% PURE, RICH AND CREAMY
description
Brien maple cream is made from 100% pure maple syrup. Its rich and creamy texture
will appeal to even the most discerning dishes.

a healthier choice
With a nutritional value that surpasses that of other sweeteners, it constitutes an
excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making it a healthier food choice.

uses
At breakfast, use maple cream as a substitute for honey and jams or toast, waffles or
crepes, and see just how tasty they become. Add it to your favourite pastries—or take a
spoonful, close your eyes and savour!

storage
Can keep for up to two years if sealed and refrigerated.

size: 180 g - 45 g
ingredient: maple syrup
codes:
180g: BD-30045
45g: BD-30180

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE BUTTER 330 g

100% PURE, RICH AND CREAMY
description
Brien maple cream is made from 100% pure maple syrup. Its rich and creamy texture
will appeal to even the most discerning palates.

a healthier choice
With a nutritional value that surpasses that of other sweeteners, it constitutes an
excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making it a healthier food choice.

uses
At breakfast, use maple cream as a substitute for honey and jams on toast, waffles or
crepes, and see just how tasty they become. Add it to your favourite pastries—or take a
spoonful, close your eyes and savour!

storage
Can keep for up to two years if sealed and refrigerated.

size: 330 g
ingredient: maple syrup
code: BD-30330

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE TAFFY

A DELECTABLE HEALTHY TREAT

description
La Coulée de la Rochelle is a maple taffy like no other. Available all year long, this
traditional premium treat has a smooth and consistent texture as well as a blazing
golden color.

a delectable and healthy dessert
Its nutritional value can hold its own against traditional sweets. It a presents high level
of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making itself a healthier, yet a tasty treat!

culinary uses
Spread it on a bed of snow or ice, roll it onto a wooden stick or eat it with a spoon and
savor the moment fully. You can even add it to your ice cream for a nice dessert that
will not fail to move you!

storage
Sealed our maple taffy can be store in a cool place, however once opened it must be
kept refrigerated and can be preserved up to one year.

format: 180 g
ingredients: maple syrup, invertase.
code: BD-34180

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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everyone wants to get their hands
on brien maple sugar, especially
because of its advantages over
traditional sweeteners.
225°farenheit is the temperature
required to produce this well-kept
secret among chefs. it’s that much
sought-after je-ne-sais-quoi that
can elevate even your best recipes.
crunchy to the taste, it makes a
real difference in the kitchen,
as in coffee.
a treat that will tantalize any
sweet tooth!
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MAPLE SUGAR “SHAKER”
CRUNCHY TO THE TASTE!
description
Brien maple sugar is made with 100% pure maple syrup and can be sprinkled on any
food that needs a touch of sweetness.

a healthy choice
Its nutritional value surpasses that of other sweeteners. As an excellent source of
manganese, riboflavin and minerals, it is considered a healthy food choice.

an alternative to traditional sugar
Substitute the sugar you typically add to your coffee and desserts with maple
sugar—and enjoy these deliciously coarse crystals as they melt on your tongue.

uses
Use it to cut the acidity in a sauce, embellish your favourite desserts, ice cream and
yogurt, or give some added crunch to a savoury apple crumble—and the list goes on.
Your imagination is the limit!

storage
Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a dry place.

size: 125 g and 25 g
ingredient: maple syrup
codes:
125 g: BD-40125
25 g: BD-40025

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE SUGAR
CRUNCHY TO THE TASTE!
description
Brien maple sugar is made with 100% pure maple syrup and can be sprinkled on any
food that needs a touch of sweetness.

a healthy choice
Its nutritional value surpasses that of other sweeteners. As an excellent source of
manganese, riboflavin and minerals, it is considered a healthy food choice.

an alternative to traditional sugar
Substitute the sugar you typically add to your coffee and desserts with maple
sugar—and enjoy these deliciously coarse crystals as they melt on your tongue.

uses
Use it to cut the acidity in a sauce, embellish your favourite desserts, ice cream and
yogurt, or give some added crunch to a savoury apple crumble—and the list goes on.
Your imagination is the limit!

storage
Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a dry place.

size: 350 g
ingredient: maple syrup
code: bd-40350

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE HERBAL TEA
a cup of comfort!
description
The Brien maple herbal tea surprises the taste buds with its comforting aromas of
chocolate, licorice and maple. A perfect herbal tea for fall afternoons or cold winter
evenings. A cup of comfort that will make you live beautiful moments.

uses
Use one tea bag per cup. Add boiling water and steep 4 to 6 minutes.

storage
Store in a cool dry place and keep in the original container. See bottom of can for
best before date. 3 years selflife.
COLOUR: FALL COLORS
ODOR: MAPLE, CARAMEL, SWEET
FLAVOUR: CHOCOLATE, MAPLE, LIQUORICE
SIZE: 20 TEA BAGS OF 2 G, TOTAL 40 G
INGREDIENTS: Carob, Cocoa shells, Roasted chicory root, Apple pieces, Natural
flavors, Licorice root, Maple sugar pieces, Rooibos leaves, Cinnamon bark.
CODE: B-96001

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE GREEN TEA
a cup of comfort!
description
The advantages of green tea is well known and, combined with maple, we discovered a
delicious hot beverage which is good for your health. Its taste represents a slight of
vegetal note and maple that satisfied all palates.

uses
Use one tea bag per cup. Add boiling water and steep 4 to 6 minutes.

storage
Store in a cool dry place and keep in the original container. See bottom of can for best
before date. 3 years selflife.
COLOUR: YELLOW, GREEN
ODOR: MAPLE, CARAMEL
FLAVOUR: GREEN TEA WITH SLIGHT VEGETAL NOTE, MAPLE
SIZE: 20 TEA BAGS OF 2 G, TOTAL 40 G
INGREDIENTS: Green tea leaves, Natural flavors, Maple sugar pieces.
CODE: B-97001

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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brien will surprise you with its
4°celsius refrigerated line
of fan favourites.
there are 1,001 ways to serve these
key ingredients that will add
flavour to any food or dish.
the finishing touch that proves
that maple can be added to
anything, anytime!
add that final touch that will
turn your easiest recipes
into divine delicacies.
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MAPLE MARINADES

TWO VARIETIES YOU’LL BE GLAD YOU TRIED

description
Brien maple marinades will leave you wanting more! They are made with ingredients of
the highest quality and owe their kick to the maple syrup and maple sugar they contain.

uses
Brien maple marinades are your ally during BBQ season—they can be incorporated in
a green salad, used as a marinade on meats or as a condiment.

storage
Can keep for a year if sealed, but must be refrigerated after opening.

flavours: maple mustard & maple marinade
size: 330 mL
maple mustard dressing ingredients: Canola oil, prepared mustard (distilled
vinegar, mustard seeds, mustard bran, salt, turmeric, spices), maple syrup, water, white
vinegar, garlic, black pepper, parsley.
maple dressing ingredients: Canola oil, maple syrup, preparation of ketchup
(tomato paste, liquid sugar, white vinegar, salt, onion powder, spices), preparation of
mustard (distilled vinegar, mustard seeds, mustard bran, salt, turmeric, spices), raspberry
red wine vinegar (red wine vinegar, raspberry naturals
aromas, potassium bisulphite), garlic, black pepper.
CODES:
MUSTARD: B-98002
MAPLE: B-98001

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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MAPLE JELLY

A DELECTABLE SPREAD

description
Enjoy the perfectly-balanced texture and taste of Brien maple jelly, made with 100%
pure maple syrup.

uses
You’ll want to keep this jelly handy! Pairs well with paté or cheese. Spread it over brie
or in a sandwich or burger, or use it to glaze a fruit-topped custard tart.

storage
Can keep for up to two years at room temperature if sealed. Must be refrigerated after opening.

size: 130 ml - 30 ml
ingredients: maple syrup, water, agar agar
codes:
130 ml: BD-35130
30 ml: BD-35030

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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AUTUMN MAPLE SYRUP

100% PURE AND ALL-NATURAL
DESCRIPTION

From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product
of the finest quality.
A HEALTHIER CHOICE

The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy
diet, it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in
manganese, riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of
antioxidants.
A GOOD ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier
dish!
USES

Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use
it to add flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.
STORAGE

Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place

CANADA GRADE A MAPLE SYRUP

INGREDIENT

Rich taste
COLOUR CLASS
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Pure maple syrup
SIZES

Amber

50

100

CODES B-27051 B-27101

250
B-27241

LEONE MAPLE SYRUP
100% PURE AND ALL-NATURAL
DESCRIPTION

From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product of the
finest quality.
A HEALTHIER CHOICE

The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy diet, it
has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese,
riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants.
A GOOD ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier dish!
USES

Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use it to add
flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.
STORAGE

Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place.

CANADA GRADE A MAPLE SYRUP

Pure maple syrup 250
CODE: B-12252
Robust taste

INGREDIENT

COLOUR CLASS
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Dark

DORICA MAPLE SYRUP
100% PURE AND ALL-NATURAL
DESCRIPTION

From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product
of the finest quality.
A HEALTHIER CHOICE

The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy
diet, it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in
manganese, riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of
antioxidants.
A GOOD ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier
dish!
USES

Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use
it to add flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.
STORAGE

Can keep for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool, dark place.

CANADA GRADE A MAPLE SYRUP

Pure maple syrup 150
CODE: 14151
Delicate taste

INGREDIENT

COLOUR CLASS
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Golden

MAPLE SYRUP

COOKING SYRUP FROM BRIEN

DESCRIPTION

From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien maple syrup, a product
of the finest quality.
A HEALTHIER CHOICE

The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. As part of a healthy
diet, it has greater nutritional value than other sweeteners, is high in
manganese, riboflavin, minerals and Quebecol, and is an excellent source of
antioxidants.
A GOOD ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Use maple syrup instead of sugar in all your recipes for a tastier, healthier
dish!
USES

Try it in stews, pies, marinades and so on, drizzle it over pastries, or even use
it to add flavour to some yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.
STORAGE

Can keep for up to three years for jug and eighteen months for cans, if sealed
and stored in a cool, dark place.
CANADA GRADE A MAPLE SYRUP

Pure maple syrup
Robust taste AVAILABLE 100 250

INGREDIENT

COLOUR CLASS

Dark

SIZES

500

CODES: 100 ML - B-13102,
250 ML - B-13252, 500 ML - B-13552,
1 L - B-13702, 4 L - B-13402
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MAPLE BUTTER

100% PURE, RICH AND CREAMY
DESCRIPTION

Brien maple butter is made from 100% pure maple syrup. Its rich and creamy
texture will appeal to even the most discerning palates.
A HEALTHIER CHOICE

With a nutritional value that surpasses that of other sweeteners, it
constitutes an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making
it a healthier food choice.
USES

At breakfast, use maple butter as a substitute for honey and jam on toast,
waffles and crepes, and see just how tasty they become. Add it to your favourite
pastries—or take a spoonful, close your eyes and savour!
STORAGE

Can keep for up to two years if sealed and refrigerated.

INGREDIENT

Pure maple syrup

AVAILABLE SIZES
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160 g
330 g

CODE: B-30160
CODE: B-30330
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MAPLE SUGAR SHAKER
CRUNCHY TO THE TASTE!
DESCRIPTION

Brien maple sugar is made from 100% pure maple syrup and can be sprinkled on
any food that needs a touch of sweetness.
A HEALTHY CHOICE

Its nutritional value surpasses that of other sweeteners. As an excellent
source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, it is considered a healthy food
choice.
AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Substitute the sugar you typically add to your coffee and desserts with maple
sugar—and enjoy these deliciously coarse crystals as they melt on your tongue.
USES

Use it to cut the acidity in a sauce, embellish your favourite desserts, ice
cream and yogurt, or give some added crunch to a savoury apple crumble—and
the list goes on. Your imagination is the limit!
STORAGE

Can keep for up to two years if sealed and stored in a dry place.

INGREDIENT

Pure maple syrup

AVAILABLE SIZES
CODES
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250 g shaker 65 g shaker
B-40251

B-40065

25 g jar
B-40025

MAPLE SUGAR

A TOUCH OF SWEETNESS

DESCRIPTION

Brien maple sugar is made from 100% pure maple syrup and can be sprinkled on
any food that needs a touch of sweetness.
A HEALTHY CHOICE

Its nutritional value surpasses that of other sweeteners. As an excellent
source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, it is considered a healthy food
choice.
AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR

Substitute the sugar you typically add to your coffee and desserts with maple
sugar—and enjoy these deliciously coarse crystals as they melt on your tongue.
USES

Use it to cut the acidity in a sauce, embellish your favourite desserts, ice
cream and yogurt, or give some added crunch to a savoury apple crumble—and
the list goes on. Your imagination is the limit!
STORAGE

Can keep for up to two years if sealed and stored in a dry place.

INGREDIENT
SIZE
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250 g

Pure maple syrup
CODE

B-40251
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MAPLE MARINADES

TWO VARIETIES YOU’LL BE GLAD YOU TRIED
DESCRIPTION

These marinades will leave you wanting more! Made with ingredients of the
highest quality, they owe their kick to the maple syrup and maple sugar they
contain.
USES

They're your ally during BBQ season—they can be incorporated in a green salad,
used as a marinade on meats or as a condiment.
STORAGE

Can keep for a year if sealed, but must be refrigerated after opening.

Maple marinade

SIZE 350 mL

CODE B-98001

INGREDIENTS: Canola oil, maple syrup, preparation of ketchup (tomato
paste, liquid sugar, white vinegar, salt, onion powder, spices), preparation of
mustard (distilled vinegar, mustard seeds, mustard bran, salt, turmeric,
spices), raspberry red wine vinegar (red wine vinegar, raspberry naturals
aromas, potassium bisulphite), garlic, black pepper.

Maple and mustard marinade

SIZE 350 mL CODE B-98002

INGREDIENTS: Canola oil, prepared mustard (distilled vinegar, mustard

seeds, mustard bran, salt, turmeric, spices), maple syrup, water, white
vinegar, garlic, black pepper, parsley.
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MAPLE JELLY

A DELECTABLE SPREAD

DESCRIPTION

Enjoy the perfectly-balanced texture and taste of Brien maple jelly, made from
100% pure maple syrup.
USES

You’ll want to keep this jelly handy! Pairs well with paté or cheese. Spread it
over brie or in a sandwich or burger, or use it to glaze a fruit-topped custard
tart.
STORAGE

Can keep for up to two years at room temperature if sealed. Must be refrigerated
after opening.

INGREDIENTS
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Maple syrup, water,
agar agar.

SIZE

30 ml

115 ml

CODES

B-35030

B-35115
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ORGANIC NOCTURNE MAPLE SYRUP
DESCRIPTION
From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien organic maple syrup, a
product of the finest quality that’s prepared with the greatest respect for nature.

AN ORGANIC, HEALTHY CHOICE
The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. It has greater nutritional
value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese, riboflavin, minerals and
Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants—making it a useful part of a
healthy, organic diet.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR
Substitute sugar for organic maple syrup in all your recipes and make them tastier,
healthier and more natural!

USES
Use it as an ingredient in stews, pies and marinades, as a topping on pastries, or to
add some flavour to your yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.

STORAGE
Can be kept for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool place.
CLASS: CANADA A
COLOUR: AMBER
FLAVOUR: RICH
SIZE: 500 ml - 200 ml
INGREDIENT: PURE ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP
CODES:
500 ML: BB -16501
200 ML: BB -16201

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP CANE
DESCRIPTION
From the sap that runs through our maples comes Brien organic maple syrup, a
product of the finest quality that’s prepared with the greatest respect for nature.

AN ORGANIC, HEALTHY CHOICE
The health benefits of maple syrup are no longer a secret. It has greater nutritional
value than other sweeteners, is high in manganese, riboflavin, minerals and
Quebecol, and is an excellent source of antioxidants—making it a useful part of a
healthy, organic diet.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SUGAR
Substitute sugar for organic maple syrup in all your recipes and make them tastier,
healthier and more natural!

USES
Use it as an ingredient in stews, pies and marinades, as a topping on pastries, or to
add some flavour to your yogurt, coffee, tea or hot milk.

STORAGE
Can be kept for up to three years if sealed and stored in a cool place.
CLASS: CANADA A
COLOUR: AMBER
FLAVOUR: RICH
SIZE: 375 ML
INGREDIENT: PURE ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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ORGANIC MAPLE BUTTER

100% pure, rich and creamy
DESCRIPTION
Brien maple butter is made from 100% organic maple syrup. Its rich and creamy
texture and taste are sure to impress even the most discerning of chefs.

AN ORGANIC, HEALTHY CHOICE
With a nutritional value that surpasses that of other sweeteners, it constitutes an
excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making it a useful part of a
healthy, organic diet.

USES
At breakfast, substitute honey and jam for organic maple butter on toast, waffles or
crepes, and see just how tasty they become. Add it to your favourite pastries—or take
a spoonful, close your eyes and savour!

STORAGE
Can keep for up to two years if sealed and refrigerated.
SIZE: 250 G
INGREDIENT: ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP
CODE: BB -30300

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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100% PURE ORGANIC MAPLE FLAKES

sweet and crunchy!
DESCRIPTION

Brien maple flakes are made from 100% pure organic maple syrup. Sprinkle it on
food for some added crunch and sweetness.

AN ORGANIC, HEALTHY CHOICE
With a nutritional value that surpasses that of other sweeteners, it constitutes an
excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals, making it a useful part of a
healthy, organic diet.

USES
Use it to offset the acidity in a sauce, to embellish your favourite desserts, ice cream
and yogurt, to give some added crunch to a savoury apple crumble… and the list goes
on. Your imagination is the limit!

STORAGE
Can be kept for up to three years if stored in a dry place at room temperature.
SIZE: 170 G
INGREDIENT: ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP
CODE: BB -40170

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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ORGANIC SOFT MAPLE CANDIES

crispy and melt-in-your-mouth delicious!
DESCRIPTION
Brien soft maple candies are made from 100% pure organic maple syrup. With a
delicious creamy centre and crispy maple sugar coating, they make the perfect gift
for a loved one… or yourself!

AN ORGANIC, HEALTHY AND YUMMY TREAT
They trump other sweets due to their high nutritional value. Not only are they
oh-so-delicious, they’re an excellent source of manganese, riboflavin and minerals!

USES
Savour them on their own, or use them as a garnish on desserts and ice cream.

STORAGE
Can be kept for up to a year if stored in a dry place at room temperature.
SIZE: 84 G (12 PIECES x 7 G)
INGREDIENT: ORGANIC MAPLE SYRUP
CODE: BB -55012

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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ORGANIC MAPLE HERBAL TEA
DESCRIPTION
The Brien maple herbal tea surprises the taste buds with its comforting aromas of
chocolate, licorice and maple. A perfect herbal tea for fall afternoons or cold winter
evenings. A cup of comfort that will make you live beautiful moments.

USES
Use one tea bag per cup. Add boiling water and steep 4 to 6 minutes.

STORAGE
Store in a cool dry place and keep in the original container. See bottom of can for best
before date. 3 years of shelflife according to storage conditions.
COLOUR: ORANGE
ODOUR: MAPLE, CARAMEL, SWEET
FLAVOUR: CHOCOLATE, MAPLE, LICORICE
SIZE: 15 TEA BAGS IN TIN OF 2 G, TOTAL 30 G
INGREDIENTS: Organic carob, Organic cocoa shells, Organic roasted chicory
root, Organic apple pieces, Organic licorice root, Organic maple flakes, Organic
rooibos leaves, Organic cinnamon bark, Natural flavors, Organic flavors.
CODE: BB -96001

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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ORGANIC MAPLE TEA
DESCRIPTION
The advantages of green tea are well known and, combine with maple, we discover a
delicious hot beverage good for health. Its taste represents a slight of vegetal note
and maple that satisfied all palates.

USES
Use one tea bag per cup. Add boiling water and steep 4 to 6 minutes.

STORAGE
Store in a cool dry place and keep in the original container. See bottom of can for best
before date. 3 years of shelflife according to storage conditions.
COLOUR: YELLOW
ODOUR: MAPLE, CARAMEL
FLAVOUR: GREEN TEA WITH SLIGHT VEGETAL NOTE, MAPLE
SIZE: BULK IN TIN 80 G
INGREDIENTS: Organic green tea leaves, Organic maple flakes, Organic flavours,
Natural flavour.
CODE: BB -97001

brien maple sweets inc., sainte-anne-de-la-rochelle, quebec, canada.
licence 3797 t 450-539-1475 toll free 1-800-595-9143 brien-maplesweets.com
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To order:
By phone: 450-539-1475
By email: infoventes@brien-produitsderable.com
Online: brien-boutique.com

Brien Maple Sweets inc., Sainte-Anne-de-la-Rochelle, Québec, Canada. Licence 3797
T 450-539-1475 Toll free 1-800-595-9143 www.brien-maplesweets.com
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